
‘In the manner of smoke’: 1 Year Anniversary Exhibiton

Private View: Wednesday 30 May, 2018 (6-8pm)
Exhibiton Dates: Thursday 31 May – Saturday 7 July, 2018

Gallery Address: ALICE BLACK, 47 Berwick Street (1st Fl), London, W1F 8SQ
Opening Hours: Tuesday to Friday 10am-6pm, Saturday 11am-4pm & by appointment 

In celebraton of ALICE BLACK’s 1 year anniversary, ‘In the manner of smoke’ brings together
9 contemporary artsts in exploraton of the wordless exchange that takes place between the
body, the landscape, and the creatve process. It is a show about osmosis and
correspondence, multplicity and synthesis. The works included by Veneta Berry, Ivan Black,
Daniel Chadwick, Tanya Ling, Rory Menage, Nina Royle and Laura Wormell express a direct
carnal afnity with our natural surroundings - in the manner of smoke, the exhibiton seeks
to reveal a relatonship of fuid borders which goes far beyond language. 

Featured artwork: Veneta Berry ‘Cornfower’ 2018, Oil on Canvas, 110 x 120cm
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Veneta Berry (b. 1993) lives and works in London. She trained in Florence at the Charles H. 
Cecil School, 2012 and the Leith School of Art, Edinburgh from 2012-2014; concluding her 
studies at the Royal Drawing School, London in 2017. An accomplished oil painter, she has a 
partcular interest in the female nude which she artculates through a process of lyrical 
abstracton. Transforming her subjects via a language of languid fuidity, her forms appear to
rise and fall in space, or as she says, ‘to drif across the page or canvas like apparitons or 
ethereal beings’. The intertwining of faces, shoulders, arms, calves and butocks defne 
Berry’s sensitvity to line and asymmetrical compositon and fnd multple synergies with the 
same fow found in nature.

Ivan Black (b. 1972) is an award winning kinetc artst who draws inspiraton from iconic
natural geometry to create a striking interacton between science, art and technology. Living
and working in the wilds of Pembrokeshire, West Wales, his work refects a fascinaton and
kinship with the mathematcal paterns found everywhere in nature e.g. waves, leaves,
shells, the human form etc. Tending towards the minimalist in design, his works reveal how
order silently governs our seemingly disorderly world.  

Daniel Chadwick (b. 1965) lives and works at Lypiat Park near Stroud in
Gloucestershire. Son of the late Lynn Chadwick (1914-2001), and a collaborator with Zaha
Hadid (1950-2016), Chadwick has a unique background in both art and engineering which
simultaneously infuse his art practce. Working in bronze, aluminium, carbon fbre, stainless
steel and acrylic, Chadwick’s practce spans both kinetc and statc sculptural works.
Chadwick’s polished bronze, ‘We Go Together’, refects a mystcal feeling for the union of
the human body with the body of the natural world – both landscapes of movement and
growth, and both insistent on their identfcaton with the other.

Dante Elsner (1920-1997) was born in Kraków, Poland. He lived in Paris for ten years afer
the end of World War II, before setling in London where he spent the rest of his life living
and working. Elsner’s practce combined both paintng and potery, including raku. In both,
he prized above all the qualites of spontaneity and honesty in relaton to form, line and
colour. He favoured the raku technique in his later potery, because this traditonally
Japanese process allows the artst to fre a pot individually, withdrawing it from the kiln (at
about 1000 degrees centrigrade) to control the chemical reactons that afect the glaze.
Earthy and irregular, raku pots are at once biomorphic and anthropomorphic - billowing
forms give way to hollow caverns which could as much be inside the landscape as they can
emulate the body.

Tanya Ling (b. 1966) lives and works in London, her established reputaton is founded on a
practce which spans fashion and textle design, paintng and sculpture. Her celebrated ‘Line
Paintngs’, created from Dr Ph Martns acrylic paint were began in 2013 and are created
instnctvely and decisively in a single session. Guiding the pigment efortlessly and efciently
over White Somerset Satn paper, the lines converge and coalesce, before setng of again
with seemingly no preordained route or directon. Mapping the paper like veins as she
works, their organic fuidity suggests a direct correlaton with nature’s own ever-changing
contours and abstract expressionism.
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Rory Menage (b. 1988) lives and works in London and is best known for his fgure based
sculptural works made in a range of media such as limestone, bronze and iron. His works
have a direct afnity with the earth/landscape which bore them. He says ‘in its most literal
sense, a landscape is a physical view of one fragment of the world seen by one person in one
positon at one moment of tme. But the term can also be abstract - psychological, non-
physical. The word landscape thus infers difering perceptons, because not one person can
perceive reality the same way as another. In visual art, landscapes are almost seen as a
medium unto themselves - expressing a love for nature as it is seen, but really actng as an
agent for higher thought and contemplaton’.

Nina Royle (b. 1986) lives and works in Cornwall, UK and holds an MA in Fine Art from the
Slade School of Art. Royle is best known for her hand sculpted painted panels which are
individual expressions of body, landscape, weather, corporeality and tme. The work can also
be read as artculatons of the constantly evolving paintng process - fuid, feetng and
subject to change. ‘Stages Along a Rocky Spine’ forms part of a new series through which
Royle equates the heat of the body with that of the landscape. Capturing, distlling and
expressing the changing colours inside of her, here becomes an analogy for the carnal
relatonship they share with her surroundings.

Laura Wormell (b. 1987) lives and works in London, and holds a BA in Fine Art from the
Slade School of Paintng. Driven by a desire to record the fantastc reality of the observed
world, Wormell’s inital notes are made quickly and instnctvely on site, most ofen in
watercolour. Drawing from life is a chance to notce the complex relatonships that exist
between her eye, mind and body. In the studio, these marks and patches of colour and line
take on a new purpose - they are set free from documentaton and enter into a sphere of
new logic. The colours, marks and paterns of the paint on the surface of the canvas become
an abstract language not used to describe a place but to talk about it.

Artsts emotonal, experiental, bodily response to the landscape we inhabit is a genre as well
trodden as the earth beneath our feet, yet it remains as relevant today as it will in millennia
to come, refectng a very human desire to ground ourselves.

Notes to Editors:
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